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• Satellite-observed dust emissions (DPS)
show little relation with dust optical
depth.

• Albedo-based dust emission model is cali-
brated and validated against global
DPS data.

• Global dust emissions shift seasonally
within and between hemispheres.

• Not persistent North African dust emission
primacy interpreted from atmospheric dust.

• Far-reaching implications for current and
future dust-climate effects
Mean annual (2001-2020) dust (PM10) emission (kgm-2 y-1) from theMODIS albedo-basedmodel (AEM) calibrated to dust
emission point sources (Fcal; A, B, C & D), showing dust sources shifting between hemispheres and seasonally for December-
February (DJF), March-May (MAM), June-August (JJA) and September-November (SON). The AEM is driven by ERA5-Land
reanalysiswindfields and soilmoisture, andSoilGrids clay content.Note theuseof a logarithmic colour ramp to showthewide
range of dust emission (not dust in the atmosphere) consistent with our uncertainty estimate of ±0.58(log10) kg m-2 y-1.
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Establishing mineral dust impacts on Earth's systems requires numerical models of the dust cycle. Differences between
dust optical depth (DOD) measurements and modelling the cycle of dust emission, atmospheric transport, and deposi-
tion of dust indicate large model uncertainty due partially to unrealistic model assumptions about dust emission fre-
quency. Calibrating dust cycle models to DOD measurements typically in North Africa, are routinely used to reduce
dust model magnitude. This calibration forces modelled dust emissions to match atmospheric DOD but may hide
the correct magnitude and frequency of dust emission events at source, compensating biases in other modelled pro-
cesses of the dust cycle. Therefore, it is essential to improve physically based dust emission modules.
Here we use a global collation of satellite observations from previous studies of dust emission point source (DPS) di-
chotomous frequency data. We show that these DPS data have little-to-no relation with MODIS DOD frequency. We
calibrate the albedo-based dust emission model using the frequency distribution of those DPS data. The global dust
emission uncertainty constrained by DPS data (±3.8 kg m−2 y−1) provides a benchmark for dust emission model de-
velopment. Our calibrated model results reveal much less global dust emission (29.1 ± 14.9 Tg y−1) than previous
estimates, and show seasonally shifting dust emission predominance within and between hemispheres, as opposed
to a persistent North African dust emission primacy widely interpreted from DOD measurements.
Earth's largest dust emissions, proceed seasonally fromEast Asian deserts in boreal spring, toMiddle Eastern andNorth
African deserts in boreal summer and then Australian shrublands in boreal autumn-winter. This new analysis of dust
emissions, from global sources of varying geochemical properties, have far-reaching implications for current and fu-
ture dust-climate effects. For more reliable coupled representation of dust-climate projections, our findings suggest
the need to re-evaluate dust cycle modelling and benefit from the albedo-based parameterisation.
1. Introduction

In Earth's systems mineral dust plays a vital role (Shao et al., 2011)
impacting climate, air quality and human health (Favet et al., 2013; Kok
et al., 2023; Tong et al., 2017), and influencing dryland ecosystem services
(Peters et al., 2015) driven by changing soil erosion and desertification
(Rodriguez-Caballero et al., 2022). Factors controlling aeolian sediment
transport, underpinning dust emission, are variable over space and time. Con-
sequently, dust impact studies rely on numerical models that simulate the
cycle of emission, atmospheric transport, and deposition of dust (Mahowald
et al., 2010) (called dust models or aerosol transport models but for clarity,
hereafter dust cycle models; (Shao et al., 2011)). Amassed observations
from the last two decades, including dust optical depth (DOD)measurements,
show that large amounts of atmospheric dust reside persistently and predom-
inantly over major dust sources of North Africa and the Middle East
(Engelstaedter et al., 2006; Ginoux et al., 2012; Prospero et al., 2002; Tegen
et al., 2002; Woodward, 2001). However, comparing dust cycle models
with DOD also indicate large errors in simulated dust magnitude and geo-
chemical properties (Evan et al., 2014; Huneeus et al., 2011; Kok et al.,
2023). Consequently, dust cycle models are calibrated to DOD and often to
a particular region, which is typically North Africa (Huneeus et al., 2011).
However, DOD is not directly related to dust emission magnitude and fre-
quency which are inextricably bound together in the underpinning sediment
transport equation (Lee and Tchakerian, 1995; Wolman and Miller, 1960).
Assuming globally consistent calibration, this forces global dust emissions
to match North African dust suspended in the atmosphere. As the observed
dust plumes are at often unknown distances from dust sources, the correct
magnitude and frequency and geographical distribution of emissions from
sources are hidden. This calibration approach is implicated in long-
standing, hidden weaknesses (Zender et al., 2003a) in classical dust emission
models andmay also hide errors in boundary data sets (Zender et al., 2003b).
We do not dispute the utility and benefits of DODmeasurements to calibrate
dust cycle models, we propose in this study a first phase calibration in which
the dust emission model is constrained by dust emission observations.

Our focus here is to establish at-source dust emissionmagnitude and fre-
quency to calibrate dust emission modelling. By separating the calibration
of dust emission modelling from the calibration of dust cycle modelling to
dust aerosol loading, our approach provides new insights of dust emission
magnitude and frequency and offers opportunities to improve dust cycle
modelling and dust-climate impacts. We first describe the albedo-based
sediment transport equation and the frequency of dust emission events
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poorly constrained by unrealistic assumptions of grain-scale threshold,
static over time and fixed over space, and of an infinite supply of loose,
erodible material everywhere across the Earth's land surface. A description
of long-established satellite observed dust emission point source (DPS) data
is then provided to compare with the well-known DOD data. The albedo-
based dust emission model is described. We then show how the poorly
constrained dust emission frequency distribution, common to classical
dust emission modelling, can be improved by using the dust emission fre-
quency distribution of DPS data. A dust emission model calibration is
formed and then validated to establish dust emission model uncertainty.
A data section is provided to demonstrate how the modelling is imple-
mented and regions and land covers are also defined for the calculation of
statistical summaries. A standard results presentation is enhanced with
data layers animated using video (Appendix 2) to illustrate the fundamental
differences between the albedo-based dust emissionmodel calibrated using
DPS frequency data and DOD frequency data. The Discussion explains why
the results from this approach diverge radically whilst complementing pre-
vious work and how our results are entirely consistent with well-known re-
gional dust climatologies and large dust concentrations above North
African and Middle eastern regions. Finally, we consider the implications
of our results for future dust-climate studies.

2. Methods and data

2.1. Albedo-based sediment transport for dust emission modelling (AEM)

We calculated albedo-based sediment transport following the estab-
lished approach (Chappell and Webb, 2016; Hennen et al., 2022; Hennen
et al., 2023) using the modified saltation flux Q (g m−1 s−1) as

QAEM ¼ c
ρa
g
u3s� ωð Þ 1þ u�ts dð ÞH wð Þ

us� ωð Þ
� �

1−
u�ts dð ÞH wð Þ

us� ωð Þ
� �2

 !

� us� ωð Þ > u�ts dð ÞH wð Þ
0

�
ð1Þ

The air density ρa isfixed for simplicity at 1.23 kgm−3 and gravitational
acceleration g is 9.81 m s−2. The scaling parameter is c = 1 (Darmenova
et al., 2009). Notably, this formulation does not use the above canopy
wind friction velocity u∗ of classical sediment transport equations
(Namikas and Sherman, 1997). Instead a direct estimate of the soil surface
wind friction velocity (us∗; m s−1) is provided using albedo ωð Þ which is
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influenced by all scales of soil surface roughness (explained below). An ex-
ample of the spatial distribution of us∗ is shown below in this section and
the need for the latter in the sediment transport equation is explained in de-
tail elsewhere (Webb et al., 2020).

The u∗ts of a given particle size with diameter d (μm) is the entrainment
threshold of a dry, smooth surface which the us∗ must exceed to trigger sedi-
ment transport and dust emission. We used the u∗ts formulation common to
many dust emission models described elsewhere (Marticorena and
Bergametti, 1995) and included in our Appendix 1. The grain scale u∗ts is
fixed over space for a given substrate (typically soil) type and is also static
over time. The u∗ts is adjusted by the function H (Eq. (1)) which depends
on the gravimetric soil surface moisture w (m3 m−3) which itself depends
on clay content (Fécan et al., 1999). This parameterizationH wð Þ is commonly
applied in dust emission modelling, is outlined in our Appendix 1, and de-
scribed in detail elsewhere (Bergametti et al., 2016; Xi and Sokolik, 2015).
Hereafter for brevity, we remove the dependencies in the terms used.

The key to unlocking our albedo-based approach is the direct estimation
of us∗ normalised by wind speed U at height h (Uh) by relating the shadow
of land surface roughness to its shelter (Raupach, 1992). Established work
(Chappell et al., 2010; Chappell and Webb, 2016; Chappell et al., 2018;
Ziegler et al., 2020) provides a robust direct empirical estimate of us∗=Uh

with an estimation uncertainty of 0.0027 m s−1

us∗
Uh

¼ 0:0311 exp
� ωns

1:131

0:016

� �
þ 0:007: (2)

The ωns is rescaled normalised shadow (ωn) from a MODIS range
(ωnmin = 0, ωnmax = 35) at nadir (θ ¼ 0�), to the range of the calibrated
data (a = 0.0001 to b = 0.1) (Chappell and Webb, 2016) as:

ωns ¼
a � bð Þ ωn θð Þ � ωn θð Þmax

� �
ωn θð Þmin � ωn θð Þmax

� � þ b: (3)

The complement of direct beam, directional hemispherical reflectance
(DHR; black sky albedo) 1 � ωdir 0�,λð Þ is integrated across the bi-
directional distribution function (BRDF) for a view angle (at nadir). It re-
tains spectral information by waveband (λ) information e.g., soil moisture,
organic carbon and minerology. We remove the spectral information by di-
viding by the reflectance for the same waveband when viewed and illumi-
nated at nadir ρ 0�, λð Þ(Chappell et al., 2018):

ωn ¼ 1 � ωdir 0�, λð Þ
ρ 0�,λð Þ ¼ 1 � ωdir 0�ð Þ

ρ 0�ð Þ : (4)

Any source of albedo and directional reflectance can be used in this ap-
proach and we have demonstrated that the results are scale invariant
(Ziegler et al., 2020). Here, the normalization was implemented using
MODIS (Band 1) DHR daily black sky albedo (500 m; MCD43A3 v6) to ap-
proximate ωn assuming reciprocity of incoming and outgoing light (Helm-
holtz principle). Spectral influences are here removed by dividing by the
MODIS isotropic parameter fiso which contains only spectral information:

ωn 0�ð Þ ¼ 1 � ωdir 0�, λð Þ
f iso λð Þ ¼ 1 � ωdir 0�ð Þ

f iso
: (5)

Theoretically, this approach causes information about the single scatter-
ing albedo to be waveband independent (Chappell et al., 2007;
Jacquemoud et al., 1992). The MODIS Nadir BRDF-Adjusted Reflectance
(NBAR) is similarly capable of removing the spectral information across
wavebands (Chappell et al., 2018).

2.2. Satellite-observed dust emission point sources (DPS) and dust optical
depth (DOD)

Commonly, dust optical depth (DOD) from ground-based (AERONET)
or satellite-based data are used to evaluate the performance and/or
3

calibrate dust model simulations, including in Earth System Models
(ESMs). Of the many AERONET stations available, only few are relevant
for dust emission studies, being located at best on the margins of dust
source areas. Their geographical location and information about atmo-
spheric dust concentration causes AERONET station data to be difficult to
relate to, and inconsistent with, the validation of satellite observed dust
emission point source (DPS) or dust emission model results. On the other
hand, DOD estimates from satellite observation are globally available
across dust source regions (Ginoux et al., 2012). However, DOD is a total
columnmeasure (Dubovik et al., 2000) which does not distinguish between
freshly emitted dust plumes and aged dust in the atmosphere. Furthermore,
emitted dust particles tend to accumulate and remain trapped in topo-
graphic basins (Ginoux et al., 2012; Schepanski, 2018; Schepanski et al.,
2012). Consequently, DOD frequency of occurrence is not expected to be
consistent with DPS frequency of occurrence or dust emission model re-
sults. The DOD is only partially related to dust emission because atmo-
spheric dust concentration is controlled by dust emission magnitude and
frequency (evident from Eq. (1)), but also by the residence time of dust
near the surface which depends on wind speed, and by dust deposition in
the dust source region, a size dependent process. Furthermore, DOD
(Deep Blue product) iswell known in the visiblewavebands to be physically
restricted to bright land surfaces in the visible wavebandswith reduced per-
formance over areas where vegetation is present (cf., (Ginoux et al., 2012)
end paragraph 46). Many of the limitations associated with DPS are simi-
larly applicable to DOD. Specifically, DOD is unable to detect optically
thin dust and is therefore similar to DPS with a high bias towards large
amounts of dust in the atmosphere. We note the previously established
strong spatial correlation R2 = 0.85 between DOD and aerosol optical
depth (Ginoux et al., 2012) which justifies the use here of our comparison
with DOD. To calculate DOD, we used wavebands available from monthly
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; MOD08 M3
V6.1 Deep Blue L2 Aerosol Product) at a 1° pixel resolution (Platnick,
2015). We followed an established approach (Ginoux et al., 2012) and set
DOD > 0.2 as the frequency of occurrence. The DOD was retrieved from
those pixels in which dust emission was observed from DPS in space and
time throughout 2001–2016.

We extend our north American calibration and validation work
(Hennen et al., 2022; Hennen et al., 2023) using a global collation of
existing studies of satellite observed dust emission point sources (DPS)
(Fig. 1a; Table 1). These studies provide the frequency of occurrence of
dust emission sources based on visible dust plume events. Our global colla-
tion of DPS observations had 90,928 dust occurrences over different dura-
tions of their entire observation period (2001–2016) using MODIS and
SEVIRI satellite sensors (Table 1) standardised to 1° grid boxes (Fig. 1a).
We establish the frequency of dust emission events using dichotomous
DPS in comparisonwith dust optical depth (DOD> 0.2) frequency of occur-
rence (Ginoux et al., 2012) (Fig. 1b). Note thatwe are showing the DOD fre-
quency only where DPS is known from observations to occur (Fig. 1b).

These studies use DPS data acquired from two space-borne sensors with
contrasting orbits to produce multi-year, regional climatologies of dust
emission sources. More information is available in the individual publica-
tions and in our related earlier work (Hennen et al., 2022, 2023). In brief,
DPS data are produced either from i) MODIS (Terra and Aqua when possi-
ble) satellite data at a daily frequency and up to 250 m spatial resolution
from a sun-synchronous low-Earth orbit, and ii) Spinning Enhanced Visible
and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) data at 15-min frequency and up to 3 km res-
olution (nadir) from a geostationary orbit covering Europe and Africa. Each
platform carries multispectral capability from visible to thermal infrared
(TIR) wavebands (SEVIRI: 0.5–14.4 mm /MODIS: 0.4–14.4 mm) (Table 1).

For each method, absorption in the TIR by water vapour presents a po-
tential limitation, reducing the cooling trend normally presented by atmo-
spheric dust (Brindley et al., 2012). The presence of clouds or dust and/or
smoke plumes from sources upwind may also prevent observation of the
source of emission in a single image. The 15-min frequency of SEVIRI
data allow the observer to ‘back-track’ plume evolution through sequential
images to the point of first observation, reducing the impact of overlapping



Fig. 1. Satellite observed (MODIS and SEVIRI) dust emission point source (DPS) dichotomous frequency of occurrence data standardised to 1-degree grid boxes from several
studies (A; details in Table 1) and restricting (B) the frequency of occurrence ofMODIS (DeepBlue L2Aerosol Product) DOD> 0.2 (Ginoux et al., 2012) to the same grid boxes
and time period (2001–2016).
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plumes (Hennen et al., 2019). For MODIS imagery, the 250 m spatial reso-
lution provides finer detail but smaller temporal revisit, allowing the ob-
server to better detect individual plume shapes, partially mitigating
overlapping plumes (Baddock et al., 2009). Varying surface TIR emissivity
occurs due to spatial changes in surface condition (vegetation, geology),
creating variations in the brightness temperature differences profiles and
altering the Red Green and Blue renderings (Banks and Brindley, 2013;
Banks et al., 2019; Banks et al., 2018). During each of these limitation sce-
narios, subjective interpretation improves upon non-dynamic automated
retrieval algorithms, which are required to work in all surface and atmo-
spheric conditions (Schepanski et al., 2012).

The shape recognition and decision-making abilities of humans cur-
rently exceeds those of automated approaches to detect DPS. Although
human observations alleviatemany of the limitations and prevent false pos-
itive observations (Lee et al., 2012) they are not without caveats (Sinclair
Table 1
The major regions of dust sources, the sensors used and statistics to summarise the sate
velocity of the soil surface us∗ and the clay content (Hengl et al., 2017) used in the albe

Region and source Sensor Years To

North Africa (Schepanski et al., 2007) SEVIRI 2006–2010 18
Middle East (Hennen et al., 2019) SEVIRI 2006–2013 29
Central Asia (Nobakht et al., 2021) MODIS 2003–2012 36
Southern Africa (von Holdt et al., 2017) MODIS 2005–2015 40
North America (Lee et al., 2012) MODIS 2001–2008 32
Australia (Baddock et al., 2009; Bullard et al., 2008) MODIS 2003–2006 14
North America (Baddock et al., 2011) MODIS 2001–2009 32
Southern Africa (Eckardt et al., 2020) SEVIRI 2006-2016 40
North America (Kandakji et al., 2020) MODIS 2001–2016 58
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and LeGrand, 2019). Those recent caveats refer to the precise location of
the DPS which are avoided here using our grid box aggregations (see
below). Typically, DPS studies establish and adhere to specific criteria for
legitimate observation, including: i) observation must take place during
an emission event, where the deflation surface is clearly identifiable at
the head of emission plume; ii) the distinct dust source must not be ob-
scured by either clouds or upwind dust/smoke overlapping emission
plumes (Lee et al., 2012). Consequently, these data represent the cutting-
edge of dust emission event observations, allowing spatial verification on
the basis of individual events occurrence. The DPS is identified by a pres-
ence in dust emission, but the absence of dust emission is not recorded (di-
chotomous).

To make these DPS studies comparable, we reduced the resolution of
the satellite observed dust emission point source observation coordinates
to 1° consistent with the coarsest resolution (Schepanski et al., 2007).
llite observed dust emission point sources (DPS), including the mean wind friction
do-based model (AEM).

tal days Dust points Dust events Mean
AEM us�(m s−1)

Mean
clay content (%)

25 927 36,490 0.26 10.04
21 431 16,781 0.28 14.06
52 398 5201 0.27 18.69
16 36 697 0.26 16.27
86 13 69 0.36 19.99
60 54 148 0.32 18.28
86 12 56 0.33 19.67
17 26 135 0.25 18.43
43 48 189 0.35 19.82
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Table 1 shows the regional results described as a probability compared to
the number of dust emission opportunities (number of DPS locations multi-
plied by the number of days in the study minus the number of missing co-
incident albedo data). Missing albedo data are caused by satellite remote
sensing issues including cloud cover, sensor irregularities and coverage par-
ticularly across north Africa. Across all 9 studies a total of 37,352 unique
DPS locations (Table 1) were aggregated into 1945 unique 1° grid boxes,
from which a total of 59,688 dust emissions were identified. Missing data
ranged from 18.9 % (North Africa) to 54.5 % (Central Asia), with an aver-
age of 34.4 % across all nine regions. Corresponding missing data were re-
moved from both modelled and observed data to maintain consistency in
results. For each of the DPS regions,we includedmean values of the soil sur-
face wind friction velocity (us∗) and the clay content to illustrate the differ-
ences between dust source regions (Table 1).

2.3. Albedo-based dust emission model and calibration using dust emission point
sources

From our standardised DPS dataset, the probability of occurrence
P DPS>0ð Þwas calculated to approximate the probability of sediment trans-
port P Q>0ð Þ and dust Fð Þ emission P F>0ð Þ at those DPS locations and
study durations, equal in the albedo-based dust emission model (AEM) to
the frequency us∗ exceeds the entrainment threshold (u∗ts) adjusted only
by the soil moisture function (H):

P DPS > 0ð Þ ≈ P Q > 0ð Þ∝P F > 0ð Þ ¼ us� > u�tsH
1
0

�
; ð6Þ

The correct magnitude and frequency of the AEM depends on the cor-
rect P F>0ð Þ, which itself depends on the correct u∗tsH. However, long-
standing dust emission schemes (Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995; Shao
et al., 1996) assume a smooth soil surface with an infinite supply of loose
abrader producing dust emission only when sufficient momentum is avail-
able us∗>u∗tsH (energy-limited). This assumption is unrealistic in dust
source regions when the soil surface is rough, crusted (physical, chemical
or biological) or sealed, or there is no sediment available to transport
caused by rock fragments (armouring) at the soil surface (Chappell et al.,
2007; Chappell et al., 2005, 2006; Gillette et al., 2001; Sekiyama et al.,
2023; Vos et al., 2020; Webb and Strong, 2011). We circumvent these
poorly constrained modelling assumptions following recent developments
(Hennen et al., 2022; Hennen et al., 2023) by using a novel calculation
which combines the sediment transport magnitude (Eq. (1)) with the fre-
quency distribution of dust emission (Eq. (6)) when sediment transport
and dust emission occurred

QDPS ωð Þ ¼ c
ρa
g
u3s∗ P DPS>0ð Þ: (7)

Dust emission flux (F for particles <10 μm or PM10; kg m−2 s−1) is cal-
culated following the classical scheme (Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995)
as a function of soil clay content

FAEM ω, d,wð Þ ¼ ∑
d
Af AsMQAEM10

13:4%clay � 6:0ð Þ with 0% < clay% < 20%,

(8)

FDPS ωð Þ ¼ ∑
d
Af AsMQDPS10

13:4%clay � 6:0ð Þ with 0% < clay% < 20%: (9)

We restricted clay% to a maximum value of 20 % consistent with previ-
ouswork (Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995)which showed reasonable re-
sults when applied in a regional model, notably calibrated to dust optical
depth (Woodward, 2001). The Q which produces dust, is adjusted by the
emitted dust fraction M for a given particle size fraction with diameter d
which we calculated as 1 < d < 10 μm following Zender et al. (2003a,
2003b) by using M = 0.87. The dust emission of a pixel is masked out if
the soil surface is bare but frozen which inhibits dust emission (Af). The
5

dust emission of a given pixel is removed in the presence of any snow cov-
erage (As). Unlike existing dust emission models, the use of ωns to dynami-
cally estimate us∗ removes the need for vegetation indices and fixed
vegetation coefficients to determine effective aerodynamic roughness. Fur-
thermore, because us∗ is spatially explicit, it is not necessary to apply pref-
erential dust source masks to pre-condition dust emission i.e., increasing
dust emission in areas perceived to have greater erodibility and reducing
dust emission from regions perceived as contributing little dust.

The arising hypothesis is that since some dust cycle models were cali-
brated to dust in the atmosphere, it is very likely that such calibrations
have misled their development and/or reduced the predictability of dust
events. Consequently, we use an alternative recently established
(Chappell and Webb, 2016; Chappell et al., 2018; Ziegler et al., 2020),
physically-based parameterization of changing soil surfacewind friction ve-
locity us∗ (Fig. 1) which enables a dynamic (non-static over time) MODIS
albedo-based (500 m; daily) dust emission model (AEM). However, this
AEM like many dust emission models, is poorly constrained by crude as-
sumptions of the sediment entrainment threshold and sediment supply.
Therefore, we use a novel, recently established approach (Hennen et al.,
2022; Hennen et al., 2023) which replaces the AEM frequency distributions
with (half, see below) the DPS frequency distributions. We compared DPS
frequency converted to dust emission (FDPS), with AEM dust emission
(FAEM) determined separately. We used least squares linear regression to
fit a logarithmic function to the relation between FAEM and FDPS to correct
for the expected over-estimation in FAEM due to the poorly constrained
model assumptions about entrainment and sediment supply. We used half
of the DPS data to produce the calibration function (Fcal). We reserved the
other half of these data for validation. To identify the DPS data to remove
for the validation dataset, the DPS datawere stratified systematically across
the data range. Half of the DPS data were then selected randomly within
each stratum. The validation was then performed by plotting Fcal against it-
self but using the validation data. The square root of themean squared error
(RMSE) was used to judge the goodness of model fit.

2.4. Albedo-based dust emission model implementation

In the calculation of the albedo-based dust emission (AEM) we use the
time-varying ECMWF ERA5-Land (hourly; 11 km) daily maximum wind
speed (10 m height U10; Fig. 2A), and soil moisture w (Muñoz Sabater,
2019) (0–5 cm; Fig. 2B). To adjust from the 5 cm soil moisture to a 1 cm
layer for the model, we assumed a uniform distribution and multiplied w
by 1/5. We used the latest, reliable, spatially varying layers of soil surface
(0–5 cm) particle size mass fraction in % for clay (0–2 μm), silt (2–50 μm)
and sand (50–2000 μm) and soil bulk density from SoilGrids (250 m hori-
zontal resolution) (Hengl et al., 2017) (Fig. 2C). The SoilGrids prediction
error for soil texture was around 10 % and the variance explained by the
modelling of these propertieswas around 75% (Hengl et al., 2017).We lim-
ited clay to a maximum 20 % consistent with other modelling (Woodward,
2001). We emphasise for subsequent discussion below, that there are very
few areas with <5 % clay (which strongly influences dust emission;
Eqs. (8) & (9)) in the majority of North Africa and parts of the Middle
East (Fig. 2C; Table 1).

We estimated daily us∗=Uh with the established albedo-based approach
using MODIS band 1 MODIS (620–670 nm) for ωn (Chappell and Webb,
2016; Chappell et al., 2018; Chappell et al., 2019). To establish us∗ wemul-
tiplied daily us∗=Uh by daily wind speed U10 for every pixel across Earth
(Fig. 3B). Intermediate-valued winds (from the same ERA5-Land wind
field model) occur across most of North Africa and the Middle East
(Fig. 2A). Consequently, the soil surface wind friction velocity (us∗) which
drives sediment transport and dust emission (Eqs. (1)& (7)) is consistently
intermediate in value across most of North Africa (Fig. 3). The largest
values of us∗ occur in all other dryland dust producing regions (Fig. 3B;
Table 1). Above ‘canopy’ wind friction velocity (u∗) is, across Earth's land
surface, larger than us∗ demonstrating the influence of roughness (Fig. 3A).

In a pixel, the presence of snow inhibits dust emission. We use the
MODIS Normalised Difference Snow Index (NDSI; (Hall, 2016)) available



Fig. 2. Examples of the data from the year 2020 where temporally varying, used in the dust emission modelling include the global distribution of daily 10 m height average
wind speed (U10; A), the average volumetric soil moisture function (H(w); B; 5 cm of soil surface layer) and the mass fraction of clay (C; 0–2 μm; %). The Uh and H(w) data
were from the ECMWF ERA5-Land reanalysis data every hour at⁓11 km resolution (Muñoz Sabater, 2019). Static clay data (250mpixels) were produced as part of SoilGrids
(Hengl et al., 2017).
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from Terra, daily at 500 m (MOD10A1 V6) to form a mask (As) where the
occurrence of any snow causes sediment transport and dust emission to
be removed at that pixel. Similarly, if the soil surface is bare but frozen it
inhibits dust emission.We used the ERA5-Land soil temperature to produce
a mask (Af) with a conservative threshold of 273.15 K, above which sedi-
ment transport and dust emission can occur. The occurrence of standing
water was similarly removed by using aMODIS land cover mask. No global
calibration to aerosol optical depth or dust optical depth was applied.

2.5. Calculation of dust emission statistics

To summarise dust emissions patterns, we calculated statistics of grid-
level dust emission stratified by land cover type and geographic region.
The regions are similar to those used in previous studies (Ginoux et al.,
2012). Fig. 4 shows the geographic distribution of the regions.

Dust emission statistics use land cover data by region (Fig. 4). We used
the IGBP classification. Although the land cover classification is recognised
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to have weaknesses particularly for cropland (Leroux et al., 2014), it is ap-
plied here globally and consistently to indicate the relative contributions
rather than absolute amounts.

3. Results

3.1. Calibration and validation of modelled dust emission

Weuse all available global DPS data (Fig. 1) tomeasure the frequency of
dust emission events from Earth's major dust producing regions. For com-
parison, we use MODIS dust optical depth (DOD > 0.2) frequency of occur-
rence and note a strong spatial correlation (R2 = 0.85) between DOD and
AERONET optical depth (Ginoux et al., 2012). The DOD frequency of dust
is >100 days y−1 in all the dust producing regions (Fig. 1). In contrast,
the DPS frequency of dust is <100 days y−1 in North Africa and the Middle
East and< 10 dust days y−1 in all other dust producing regions (Fig. 1).We
compare our new collation of DPS frequency data with DOD frequency data



Fig. 3. For the year 2020 the albedo-based wind friction velocity (u∗; A) is shown for comparison with the albedo-based soil surface wind friction velocity (us∗; B) used in the
albedo-based dust emission model (AEM). The AEM relates us∗ directly to normalised shadow (1-albedo) and uses MODIS albedo to enable spatio-temporal variation (every
500 m pixel, daily) with changing aerodynamic roughness and wind speed. Daily albedo data were obtained from the MODIS satellites (Schaaf and Wang, 2015).
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which reveals at this scale, over time and space, there is very little global re-
lation between the two datasets (Figs. 1 & 5A). In other words, dust in the
atmosphere has little-to-no direct association with the spatio-temporal var-
iation of dust emission at source. To further elaborate our findings we have
included a video of data layers (Appendix 2) which describe DOD occur-
rence, monthly between 2001 and 2020. Our finding is intuitively reason-
able considering the nature of DPS sources which occur upwind of dust
plumes (Kandakji et al., 2020) which enhances DOD downwind at large
scales. This finding has far-reaching implications for i) our new calibration
of a global dust emission model and ii) for global dust cycle models used in
Earth System Models (ESMs) calibrated against DOD within a region and
typically to DOD of North Africa (Huneeus et al., 2011). We explore these
implications next.

We compared DPS frequency converted to dust emission (FDPS), with
AEM dust emission (FAEM) determined separately (Fig. 5B). On average,
the FAEM over-estimated dust emission (RMSE = 10(2.98) = 954 kg m−2

y−1) relative to FDPS data. This is expected, given the long-standing
model assumptions of grain-scale threshold, static over time and fixed
over space, and of an infinite supply of loose, erodible material everywhere
across the Earth's land surface.We used least squares linear regression to fit
a logarithmic function to FAEM (R2 = 0.65; P < <0.001) and correct for the
over-estimated model:

Log10 Fcalð Þ ¼ 1:13Log10 FAEMð Þ � 3:05: (10)

The validation of Fcal provided a reasonable (RMSE = 10(0.58) =
3.80 kg m−2 y−1) basis for global estimation of dust emission given the
two orders of magnitude range in dust emission. This validation using
DPS data is the first at the global scale and gives confidence that the cali-
brated dust emission (Fcal) represent the varying sources of dust emission
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where calibration samples may not: i) be available; ii) represent the region;
iii) represent a long time period (in addition to other uncertainties related
to data used e.g., MODIS revisit, wind speed scale). For example, East
Asian (Gobi) and South American (mainly Argentina) dust sources are not
represented in the existing DPS studies. North American, southern
African, and Australian DPS measurements sample only a small part of
the region and occur over only a small time period within the modelling
space-time domain.

Fig. 5B reveals that the uncalibrated AEM (FAEM) is several orders of
magnitude larger than Fcal, consistently between dust source regions. For
the first time, we show that North Africa has the smallest, and Australia
the largest (followed closely by North America), dust emission per unit
area (which describes emission efficiency). This validation is the first and
currently best available estimate of dust emission model uncertainty and
gives confidence that our findings are valid and representative of
unsampled locations across the range of DPS data included.

3.2. Shifting predominant dust emission source regions and land covers

We calculated the mean annual (2001−2020) calibrated dust emission
(Fcal) every 500m across Earth's land surface and displayed them seasonally
(Fig. 6). The results reveal multiple, globally predominant dust sources,
shifting seasonally within and between hemispheres, not persistent North
African dust emission primacy (Fig. 6). North African Fcal is small and
sparsely distributed across the region, caused by widespread intermediate
soil surface wind friction velocity (us∗; Fig. 1B) and less than half the per-
centage clay of soils in other dust source regions (Fig. 2C; Eqs. (8) & (9)).
To further illustrate the spatial pattern of results, we have included a
video of data layers (Appendix 2) which describes Fcal occurrences and
DOD occurrences, monthly between 2001 and 2020. Evidently, this



Fig. 4. Geographic regions (red boxes) and land cover type from MODIS (MCD12Q1 collection 6) to aggregate modelled dust emission for summary statistics.
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considerable regional difference in spatio-temporal dust emission mag-
nitude and frequency between these results and those in the literature,
has been hidden when models of dust emission are calibrated to atmo-
spheric dust. We explain the cause of these differences in detail in
Section 4.

To summarise the dust emission seasonality and understand the major
global dust emission contributions by geographical region and land cover
(Fig. 4),we summed the Fcalmonthly dust emission (Fig. 7). The results con-
firm the patterns above, that North Africa is only briefly (Feb-Mar) season-
ally predominant (Fig. 7A). The Middle East, East Asia and Australia have
seasonally larger dust emission than North Africa. However, North Africa
Fig. 5. The poor relation is shown (A) between the frequency of satellite observations of
depth P(DOD > 0.2) for the main dust source regions (orange symbols). In panel B, th
emission model driven by albedo (AEM). The frequency distribution of sediment tran
(Eq. (9); y-axis). Different symbols represent the dust source datasets / region median
plot shows the validation of the function fitted to the AEM data, by plotting Fcal against
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is emitting dust consistently for more of the year than other regions. Be-
tween February to August monthly dust emission is largest from deserts
(barren land), switching from North Africa and the Middle East (Febru-
ary–March) to East Asia (April–May) and then back to the Middle East
(June–August; Fig. 7B). Between April to May, there is a large contribution
of dust emission from the grasslands of East Asia and North America, and a
similar contribution from North American shrubland. During September–
January, monthly dust emission is largest from Australian shrubland
which switches dust source predominance to the Southern Hemisphere
with far-reaching implications for revisions to ocean-atmosphere interac-
tions projected in the past and the future.
dust emission point source data log10[P(DPS > 0)] and the frequency of dust optical
e magnitude of sediment transport and dust emission is calculated using the dust
sport in the dust emission is provided by either FAEM (Eq. (8); x-axis) or FDPS data
values, and their lines are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the variation. The inset
itself with DPS data unused in the calibration. The dashed line is the 1:1 line.



Fig. 6. MODIS albedo mean annual (2001–2020) dust (PM10) emission (kg m−2 y−1) calibrated to DPS (Fcal; A, B, C & D), for the seasons of December–February (DJF),
March–May (MAM), June–August (JJA) and September–November (SON). The dust emission is driven by ERA5-Land reanalysis wind fields and soil moisture, and
SoilGrids clay content (Fig. 2C) (Hengl et al., 2017). Note the use of the logarithmic colour ramp to show the wide range of dust emission (not dust in the atmosphere)
consistent with our uncertainty estimate of ±0.58(log10) kg m−2 y−1. The Fcal uses MODIS albedo data to represent the spatio-temporal variation in soil surface wind
friction velocity (us∗; Fig. 1B).
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Averaging the dust emission over time and space, the largest Fcal dust
emission source is from the land cover ‘Barren Land’ (roughly equivalent
to deserts; 56.3 % ± 15.9 %) although shrublands (31.2 % ± 8.6 %) and
grassland (11.9%±3.0%) aremajor contributors (Table 2). Dust emission
from cropland makes no major contribution. Deserts dominating the
9

Middle East produce the largest regional Fcal dust emission contribution
(22.8 % ± 6.4 %). The average annual (2001–2020) uncalibrated dust
emission (FDPS) is 12,972 Tg y−1. The new Fcal estimate considerably re-
duces that mean to 29.1 ± 14.9 Tg y−1. That new mean Fcal is an order
of magnitude smaller than the smallest dust cycle model estimates



Fig. 7. Total (2001–2020) monthly calibrated albedo-based dust emission
seasonality (Fcal; Tg y−1) stratified by global region (A) and by land cover (B). See
Fig. 4 for definition of global regions and global land covers used in this study.
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(514–4313 Tg y−1 up to 20 μm) (Huneeus et al., 2011) where dust emis-
sions have been calibrated to dust in the atmosphere. Our new Fcal estimate
is produced by amodel that realistically represents the spatio-temporal var-
iation in aerodynamic roughness, uses reliable clay content (cross-validated
72.5 %) (Hengl et al., 2017) (Fig. 2C) and the results are calibrated against
all available DPS which includes most of the major global dust source areas
(Fig. 1).

4. Discussion

4.1. Implications of calibrating dust cycle models to dust optical depth

More than two decades ago dust emission schemes were first developed
(Joussaume, 1990; Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995; Shao et al., 1996).
Since then, there has been no substantive change to the original dust emis-
sionmodel constraints that the i) entrainment threshold at the grain-scale is
fixed over space within substrate types, and static over time; ii) sediment
supply for transport is infinite and available everywhere. Nevertheless,
these schemes were rapidly adopted into large scale dust cycle models to
form the dust emission (production) module of various ESMs. Dust emis-
sion is the beginning of the dust cycle and ultimately determines the net at-
mospheric dust concentration balanced by dust removal processes. An
accurate representation of dust emission is key to an accurate estimate of
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dust feedbacks on e.g., radiation and cloud formation processes (Kok
et al., 2023). Given these dust emission model assumptions, ESMs are
well known to over-estimate dust in the atmosphere relative to dust optical
depth observations (Zender et al., 2003a).

With the original focus of ESMs to represent all components of the dust
cycle, it is common practice to evaluate the magnitude of modelled dust in
the atmosphere by comparison with observed dust optical depth (DOD).
ESMs are “…generally tuned to fit the observations in a given part of the
world and often this tuning is done with observations from North Africa”
(Huneeus et al., 2011) (p.7809). For example, the dust emission component
of the dust emission model DEAD, required global tuning (T) down by sev-
eral orders of magnitude (T = 7 × 10−4) to match DOD measurements
(Zender et al., 2003a). However, DOD is a measure of the concentration
of dust in a specific column of atmosphere at a given moment (Dubovik
et al., 2000), not a direct measurement of dust emission magnitude and fre-
quency which is inextricably bound together in the underpinning sediment
transport equation (Lee and Tchakerian, 1995; Wolman and Miller, 1960).
Our results confirm that at this scale in space and time, there is only a weak
relation between satellite (MODIS / SEVIRI) observations of DPS dichoto-
mous dust emission events and MODIS DOD frequency of occurrence
(Fig. 5). These results demonstrate that DOD frequency has little-to-no di-
rect association with the spatio-temporal variation of dust emission fre-
quency at source (Appendix 2. Figs. A2 and A3). Regional studies have
found long-term DOD frequency of observation to be related to large-
scale substrate types representing different dust emission potential
(Baddock et al., 2016). The apparent contradiction between our results
and those earlier DPS studies are very likely caused by responses occurring
at different scales in time and space (Schumm and Lichty, 1965). This topic
is beyond the scope of this manuscript but worthy of investigation to ex-
plain the space, time and causality of dust emission.

4.2. Calibrating dust emission models to satellite observed dust emission point
sources

Our uncalibrated dust emission (FDPS) results relative to Fcal, were two
orders of magnitude too large on average. This AEM over-estimation is
much smaller than reported using dust emission models in dust cycle
models (Zender et al., 2003a), due to our improved, direct albedo-based es-
timation of the soil surface wind friction velocity. The over-estimation of
uncalibrated dust emission models included in dust cycle models, particu-
larly when tuning to North Africa, has important implications for ESMs.
In this case, ESMs are very likely to simulate dust emission too frequently,
with too little intensity in North Africa and with too little diversity from
other dust mineralogical sources. For example, excluding different contrib-
uting atmospheric dust mineralogy from Asian grasslands and Australian
shrublands is very likely to be important for SouthernHemisphere radiative
forcing. Dust source masks (Ginoux et al., 2001) used to reduce preferen-
tially regional or global dust source contributions have contributed to hid-
ing the spatio-temporal distribution of dust emission as forewarned (Zender
et al., 2003a).

Dust emission does not usually recur at the same location, and are rare
(average 1.8%,~7days y−1) even in NorthAfrica and theMiddle East, and
indicative of large wind speed events. Our results show that relative to
other regions with modelled dust emission, North Africa and the Middle
East have smaller soil surface wind friction velocity (us∗; Fig. 3B; Table 1)
and less than half the clay content (Fig. 2C; Table 1). Combined, these fac-
tors produce globally intermediate dust emission per unit area (cf. Eq. (9)).
In other words, North Africa and the Middle East have much reduced dust
emission efficiency than other regions (e.g., North America and Australia)
with more soil clay content and greater us∗. However, across the vast dust
producing region of North Africa, the large number of dust emissions over
space and time, contribute to a large dust load and a frequently, very
dusty atmosphere, which will not move quickly away from source due to
smaller average us∗ than other dust producing regions (Figure 3B). The im-
plication is that North Africa has a large concentration of atmospheric dust
in the boundary layer that is continually ‘recycled’ around the basins,



Table 2
The average annual (2001–2020) dust (PM10) emission calibrated albedo-based emission model (Fcal) using satellite observation of dust emission point source (DPS). The
emissions account for daily varying emissive area and are stratified by global regions and global land covers (Fig. 4).

Calibrated dust emission Shrub
Land

Grass
Land

Crop
Land

Barren Land Fcal
Tg y−1

Fcal
%

Australia 5.4 ± 2.8 0.1 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 0.3 ± 0.2 5.9 ± 3.0 20.2 ± 5.4
Central Asia 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 0.6 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 0.9
East Asia 0.1 ± 0.0 1.3 ± 0.7 0.0 ± 0.0 3.1 ± 1.6 4.5 ± 2.3 15.4 ± 4.2
Europe 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0
India 0.1 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.2 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1
Middle East 0.2 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 6.4 ± 3.3 6.6 ± 3.4 22.8 ± 6.4
North Africa 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 5.7 ± 2.9 6.0 ± 3.1 20.5 ± 5.7
North America 1.2 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.7 0.1 ± 0.0 0.2 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 1.4 9.2 ± 2.2
South America 1.5 ± 0.8 0.3 ± 0.2 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 1.9 ± 1.0 6.4 ± 1.7
Southern Africa 0.4 ± 0.2 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.5 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.4
Total (Tg y−1) 9.1 ± 4.7 3.5 ± 1.8 0.2 ± 0.1 16.4 ± 8.4 29.1 ± 14.9
Total (%) 31.2 ± 8.6 11.9 ± 3.0 0.6 ± 0.3 56.3 ± 15.9 100.0
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suspended but not dispersed, or transported away from its generalised
source and only occasionally exported across the Atlantic. Dust forming
the background haze might be emitted only once, and kept aloft (e.g., by
strong thermals) for long periods without moving much over space
(Schepanski et al., 2012). The DOD over North Africa and the Middle East
is frequently very large, consistent with these findings (e.g., DOD frequency
Appendix 2. Fig. A2).

4.3. Consistency of calibrated dust emission with regional dust climatology

Our AEM results show sporadic dust emission occurrences (<100 dust
days y−1) across North Africa and the Middle East consistent with the
DPS towhich they are calibrated. Our results are consistent with the patchy
spatial distribution and the frequency of <135 days y−1 of dust plumes
(within 2 km of the ground) identified independently from the Multiangle
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) motion vector product (Yu et al.,
2018). In this region, our results are also consistent with the known
weather systems, and particularly the seasonality of dust patterns (Caton
Harrison et al., 2021; Cowie et al., 2014; Schepanski and Knippertz,
2011). These new insights to dust emission cannot be inferred from atmo-
spheric DOD frequency which show persistently widespread North
African atmospheric dust >100 days y−1 (Appendix 2. Figs. A2 and A3).

Dust emission from the Bodélé Depression occurs in ourmodel but is not
large. This well-known dust source is typically omitted from large scale dust
cycle models (Chappell et al., 2008; Tegen et al., 2002) because of its per-
haps unique dust production. An expedition to the Bodélé Depression de-
scribed a dust emission mechanism, where even light winds are
accelerated over large (up to 50 m high) barchan dunes comprising quartz
abrader and diatomite flakes which are abraded, emitting fine dust fre-
quently into the atmosphere (Chappell et al., 2008; Warren et al., 2007).
When low-level jets (LLJs) occur (Schepanski et al., 2009), this system en-
hances dust emission. However, this process of dune-accelerated abrading
diatomite dust emission is not represented in any large-scale dust emission
modelling and LLJs are not represented in large scale wind fields. There-
fore, our dust emission model like all others of its kind, are unable to recog-
nise the peculiar erodibility and erosivity conditions in the Bodélé
Depressionwhich produce frequent, large amounts of dust emission evident
from ground measurements and DOD, over and downstream of, the Bodélé
Depression (Chappell et al., 2008).

Dust emission contributions from Australia are larger than long-
standing dust model estimates. Notably, global dust emission maps are
often modified using dust source masks to reduce the dust emission
from (Australian) sources to meet perceived expectations about dust
source contributions (Albani et al., 2014; Evans et al., 2016). However,
dust emission is well known to occur across a wide range of Australian
land covers (Ekström et al., 2004; Strong et al., 2011) evident from
long-term weather observations recording several different types of
dust events to form the Australian dust storm index (O'Loingsigh et al.,
2017; O’Loingsigh et al., 2014). Furthermore, DOD frequency presented
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here shows extensive areas of dust in the atmosphere over Australia
(Appendix 2; Fig. A2).

4.4. Remaining uncertainties in calibrated dust emission modelling

We have provided the first estimates of global dust emission model un-
certainty of ±3.8 kg m−2 y−1, relative to regional dust emission observa-
tions. Our estimate and its uncertainty (29.1 ± 14.9 Tg y−1) are a
benchmark of dust emission from regions and land covers (Table 2) for
the ongoing development of dust emission models. The uncertainty is suffi-
ciently small to enable our mapped differences in space and time (shown
with a logarithmic scale; Fig. 6) to be valid and therefore considered to be
detectable. Considering the uncertainty estimate, there remain clear sea-
sonal differences between the dust source regions which frequently pro-
duce small amounts of dust emission and when those regions produce
intermediate amounts of dust emission.

Our results suggest that theHorn of Africa is one of the largest sources of
dust emission per unit area (indicating dust emission efficiency). We are
cautious about this strong dust source, since preliminary inspections of op-
tical satellite remote sensing from this region has not identified substantial
dust emission. Whilst our model has evidently reduced uncertainty and
bias, erroneous dust emissionmay remain, particularly where land surfaces
are smooth but have no loose available sediment, or biogeochemical crusts
seal the surface (Chappell et al., 2007; Chappell et al., 2005, 2006; Vos
et al., 2020;Webb and Strong, 2011). Other data layers on depth to bedrock
and vegetation in the region indicate the widespread presence of soil, but it
remains unclear whether loose erodible sediment is available. Whilst the
dust modelling community is developing improved threshold and sediment
supply model constraints, our dust emission model calibration against DPS
data provides a solid foundation for dust emission model implementation
and operation in ESMs. Notwithstanding the improvements described
here, dust emission modelling issues remain and require the following im-
provements:

• extend dust point source (DPS) studies to investigate a wider range of dust
sources to evaluate the degree to which DPS data represent the magnitude
and frequency of dust emissions associated with different atmospheric con-
ditions.

• develop an entrainment threshold which varies over space and time, and
which is spatially area-weighted to overcome the incompatibility of the cur-
rent grain (point) scale.

• apply consistently the same spatial scale for all area-based estimates, by lin-
ear scaling of the albedo data up to (e.g., 11 km) wind speed pixels before it
is calibrated to the wind friction velocity.

• develop a parameterisation for sediment supply / availability changing over
space which is spatially area-weighted and scales linearly for consistency
with other model data.

• establish values for the above new model parameterisations by optimising
against satellite observed dust emission (DPS) data.
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4.5. Implications of calibrated dust emission modelling for dust cycle modelling

Our results indicate that dust emission models with currently poorly
constrained threshold and sediment supply, before being included in
ESMs must first be calibrated against DPS data and only then in the dust
cycle model calibrated against DOD.While u∗ts remains poorly constrained,
our new approach FDPS (Eq. (9)) and subsequent calibration Fcal (Eq. (10)),
enables a routine, single initial adjustment of the AEM. With its well-
constrained magnitude of us∗ from calibrated wind tunnel measurements
(Chappell and Webb, 2016; Chappell et al., 2018), confirmed with recent
field measurements (Ziegler et al., 2020), the Fcal provides maps of dust
emission daily, every 500 m across Earth and which here and elsewhere
(Hennen et al., 2022; Hennen et al., 2023) reveal temporal dynamics for
spatially aggregated dust emission.

Our results indicate that calibrating dust cycle models to DOD, particu-
larly to North African DOD alone, will over-estimate dust emission in that
region and subsequently bias the magnitude of modelled dust emission in
other regions. Avoiding our initial calibration of dust emission models
against dust emission observations, will continue to prevent a clear direc-
tion in how to improve dust emission model fidelity and tackle the above
recommendations. It is timely to note that uncertainties in CMIP6 models
are larger than previous generations of models implying that modelled
dust processes are becoming more uncertain as models develop (Zhao
et al., 2022). Consequently, it is difficult to avoid the interpretation that cal-
ibrating dust cycle models to DOD has hidden the spatial patterns andmag-
nitudes of dust emission shown here with implications for dust-climate
projections to the past or future.

4.6. Implications of shifting global dust source predominance for dust-climate in-
teractions

Our results reveal a previously hidden seasonal procession of dust emis-
sion in Earth's predominant dust sources (2001–2020) across a range of
land covers including (in rank order) theMiddle East and North African de-
serts, Australian shrublands, East Asian deserts and grasslands. Primacy is
changed here because our dust emission estimates are not included in a
dust cycle model and calibrated to (typically North African) DOD.

Seasonally shifting dust emission sources are entirely consistent with
our understanding of climatology in global dust source regions (Cowie
et al., 2014; Ekström et al., 2004; Knippertz and Todd, 2012; Rivera
Rivera et al., 2009; Shao andDong, 2006) and do not contradict the prevail-
ing view that North Africa has the greatest atmospheric dust concentration
(Engelstaedter et al., 2006), long-established by dust optical depth mea-
surements of dust in the atmosphere (Ginoux et al., 2001; Tegen et al.,
2002; Woodward, 2001). Our new, seasonally predominant dust emission
sources, have quite different substrate types to one another and compared
with North Africa. Variability in clay content maps has already established
impacts for ESMs (Dai et al., 2019). The composition of clay minerals and
iron oxides emitted seasonally to the atmosphere from our newly estab-
lished dust emission sources (Middle Eastern desert, Australian shrublands
and East Asian grassland and desert) will be quite different to those emitted
with primacy from North Africa (Journet et al., 2014). The different miner-
alogy of the dust contributing sources combined with our dust emission
mass reduced, by around two orders of magnitude (from 514 to 4313 Tg
y−1 to 29.1 ± 14.9 Tg y−1), is very likely to change dust-climate interac-
tions. Dust cyclemodels will need to account for the changedmineralogical
contributions during the procession of these new spatially and seasonally
varying dust emission sources.

The new major contributions of dust emission in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, fromAustralia and to a lesser extent Argentina, during the relatively
quiescent Northern Hemisphere (boreal) winter, will play a major and
previously under-estimated role in Southern Hemisphere dust-climate in-
teractions. Our results are expected to have far-reaching implications for
ocean-atmosphere interactions (Crespi-Abril et al., 2018; Krishnamurthy
et al., 2010; Paparazzo et al., 2018) including Southern Ocean productivity
and the iron and quartz hypotheses (Boyd et al., 2007).
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Our changed geographical ranking of dust emission sourceswill support
necessary improvements in physically-based descriptions of dust residency
and depositionmodelling and the understanding of atmospheric dust trans-
port (Adebiyi and Kok, 2020) and dust-climate interactions (Kok et al.,
2023). Finally, like all dust emission models, our results are dependent on
the input wind field. However, no one wind field best represents the char-
acteristics of winds in all regions (Fan et al., 2021). Consequently, we
make no claim that the results here are optimal, though they are ‘internally’
consistent.

5. Conclusion

Dust emission models currently have long-standing, unrealistic model-
ling assumptions including grain-scale threshold, static over time and
fixed over space, and an infinite supply of loose, erodible material every-
where across the Earth's land surface. These assumptions control the fre-
quency distribution which influences the magnitude of geographical dust
emission and causes considerable over-estimation in previous dust emission
model estimates. To overcome the over-estimation due to these and other
assumptions, previous dust emission models used in large scale dust cycle
models have been calibrated against atmospheric dust (DOD and
AERONET) typically to specific regions and commonly North Africa,
which focuses the calibration solely on the magnitude of atmospheric
dust in the region. Our results showed that at this spatio-temporal scale
there is no relation between DOD frequency and satellite observed dust
emission point sources (DPS) dichotomous data. Instead, our dust emission
model was calibrated against DPS data by replacing the frequency distribu-
tion of the poorly constrained threshold and sediment model assumptions.
The frequency distribution from DPS data improved the model constraint
representing the magnitude and frequency of dust emission and provided
for the first time a calibration uncertainty estimate of ±3.8 kg m−2 y−1.
Consequently, our results provided considerably smaller dust emission
mass (29.1 ± 14.9 Tg y−1) and different spatio-temporal variation in
dust emission to previous results, but consistent with the seasonality of
the dust-producing regions. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that
these findings have been hidden for more than two decades, since dust
emission schemes were first developed, because dust cycle models have
been calibrated to atmospheric dust concentrations.

Although able to reduce the magnitude and frequency of dust emission
consistent with dust emission observations, our new calibration is unable to
remove fundamentally incorrect sources where either there is no sediment
lying loose on the surface or biogeochemical crusts have sealed the surface.
Evidently, models of dust emission require new parameterisations to tackle
these enduing model weaknesses. Notwithstanding this long-standing need
for dust emission model improvement, the greatest potential of the AEM is
its use of prognostic albedo with energy-based ESMs. Driving the dust cycle
using albedo will enable its integration into land surface and climate
energetic systems which will enable missing feedbacks and interactions be-
tween the dust cycle and the climate system, including land surface-
atmosphere interactions e.g., land surface roughness changing aerodynam-
ics, wind speeds, sediment transport and dust emission. The potential for
more realistic modelling without additional complexity should reduce un-
certainty of dust emission and improve climate change impacts. Further-
more, this new capability will enable carbon and nutrient fluxes to be
coupled with sediment transport and dust emission modelling to demon-
strate their impacts on carbon cycling, land degradation, food security
and sustainable development (Chappell et al., 2016; Chappell et al., 2019;
Webb et al., 2017).
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Fig. A1. Threshold friction velocity over a smooth surface calculated with
Marticorena and Bergametti (1995; MB) and Shao and Lu (2000) dust emission
schemes (taken from Darmenova et al., 2009).
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Appendix 1

We used the entrainment threshold of a smooth surface u∗ts of a given d
(mm) from Marticorena and Bergametti (1995):

u�ts dð Þ ¼ 0:129K

1:928 Re0:092−1
� �0:5

0:129K 1−0:0858ð Þe−0:0617 Re−10ð Þ

8>>><
>>>:

; 0:03 < Re≤10 or Re > 10;

ðA1Þ

Re ¼ aDx þ b;a ¼ 1331cm � x;b ¼ 0:38;x ¼ 1:56, (A2)

K ¼ ρpgd
ρa

� �0:5

1þ 0:006
ρpgd2:5

 !0:5

, (A3)

includes pa = 1230 g m3
fixed air density, pp = 2650 g m3

fixed particle
density, g = 9.81 m s−2 acceleration due to gravity. The function devel-
oped by Shao and Lu (2000) is similar and both functions are shown in
the Fig. A1 to illustrate the dependency on soil particle size layer informa-
tion which were based on clay, silt and sand soil texture from ISRIC
(Hengl et al., 2017) and are fixed over time at 250 m pixel resolution. It
is evident from Fig. A1 that a threshold of around 0.2 m s−1 (20 cm s−1)
is associated with sediment transport and dust emission.
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The dimensionless function H (Fécan et al., 1999) was developed using
wind tunnel experiments to account for gravimetric surface soil moisture
content w (kg3 kg−3) using the difference between the potential w’ based
on clay content and near surface w:

H wð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 1:21 w−w0ð Þ0:68

� 	r
ðA4Þ

where

w′ ¼ 0:0014%clay2 þ 0:17%clay, (A5)

and clay is thefinest fraction (expressed as a percentage) of the soil and typ-
ically <2 μm.

Appendix 2. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2023.163452.
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